Origins and molecular evolution of the carbonic anhydrase isozymes.
Work on membrane-bound and subcellular forms of CA at the protein level, and the possibility of multiple forms of the mouse CA II gene at the DNA level, indicate that CA may represent an extensive multigene family. A method for classifying newly sequenced CA molecules, or genes encoding them, is discussed. Phylogenetic trees based on the existing sequence data are presented and discussed in terms of gene evolution. The active-site residues of CA II have been more conserved in evolution than those of CA I or CA III. After the gene duplications, CA III and CA I initially evolved more rapidly than CA II. Since the mammalian radiation, the CA II molecule as a whole has been accepting substitutions more frequently than CA I, which in turn is evolving more rapidly than CA III. These findings can be explained if external regions of CA I and CA III have been conserved in evolution owing to interactions with other molecules. Two such regions appear to be residues 18-37 in CA I and 231-250 in CA III. Spinach CA was purified and a small amount of sequence data collected. The difficulty in aligning it with animal CAs suggests that a plant CA may not be suitable to shed light on the active site and character of the ancestral eukaryote CA.